
MOUSEVALE
Anthony - Adrian - Francisco - Dani



ARMED

DANGEROUS

WILL KILL YOU

TASTE FOR HUMAN FLESH



In the beginning…



- Make a Book

- Planned a System

- Divided the Work

- Found the Printing site

- Pitched & Passed

Our Vision



The Middle



So, we made some 
changes....

"I Am Altering the Deal, Pray I 
Don’t Alter It Any Further."



…..we became 



CAPITALISTS. 



OTHER CHANGES WE MADE

- Doubled Animalia Options

- Doubled Abilities per level

- Cut some content

- Had it printed in person

- Tripled the Page Numbers



Pathway And Real World

GRAPHIC 
DESIGN





4 C’s
Care

-Discussed many months 
beforehand. 
-Planned ideas for a while, 
primarily in math.

Concept

-Decided structure 

and what content we 

wanted

-Wrote out many, 

MANY google docs 

Create

-Found Natural Crit to make 
everything in a cool DnD 
format.
-Found printing company
-Many days and nights of 
editing our google docs drafts 
into the official content 

Critique

-During editing, found 

parts to be improved upon 

for the official prints.

-In the learning process of 

managing time better.



Reaching Our Audience



Reaching Our Audience



Final Product



BOOK PROTOTYPE

So, we printed a prototype for Senior Showcase and will be printing 
the other 25 later. That way we can have ample time for touch ups 

and adding content had to cut for time for initially. 

Shout out to staples guy 
who helped us on his lunch 
break!!!



CAPITALISTS. 



Finances
● Realized We Needed Around $850

● Pitched The Amount

● Met With Shocked Eyes

● Anthony Sold People His Exquisite Cookies

● Made A Kickstarter

● Made The Money In About Two Weeks   



Terrors



Terrors



Terrors

US



Terrors

Books Are Coming Later Than Planned…



Triumphs!



Triumphs
● Raised over 1,000$ in funds from Kickstarter and 

cookie sales.

● Book Made : 

○ 105 Pages after formatting  (Over 200 pages in 

Google Docs)

○ 5o Art Pieces

● Won Award For Most Imaginative

● Gained attention to our project and sold multiple 

copies through the Kickstarter.



Individual Progression
Adrian
-Researched 
pathfinder and D&D 
mechanics to 
improve on edit or 
breakdown and 
create

-How to launch a 
successful kickstarter 

-Researched to how 
to advertise to a 
broader audience 

Anthony
Tier ZOO - Translating 
the world into Game 
design 

Staples - World of Self 
publishing world

Book Baby Customer 
support - How to bully 
service workers

Danny

-Illustrated many 

classes/animalia, the 
cover of the book and 
gifts for backers

-Created ads to get our 
project more attention

-Helped in the writing 
of classes and abilities

-Researched websites 
for formatting, 
formatted and edited.

Francisco

-Researched other rpgs 

to get a feel for what to 
do

-Researched climate 
and animals. Used to 
make animals and lore

-Learned how to edit 
the document

-FormattingTTRPG Projects - How 
to properly format and 
balance homebrew



Davinci Preparation

Adrian

Gave us 
the tools 
but not the 
answers 

Anthony

GREAT!

Danny
-Presenting
-ADOBE!!!

Francisco

Perfect in 
preparation 
but poor 
execution



Individual Takeaways
Adrian

I think we did our best, 
we definitely could 
have have scheduled 
better. A lot of 
problems were out of 
out of control. I put my 
best effort. I think I’ve 
could’ve 
communicated better. 

Anthony

Handle conflicting ideas 
and visions

Working well with other 
in group

Managing 
communications with 
large companies

Acting on behalf of a 
group

Danny

What I Learned:
- Game design
- Communicating 

workplace needs
- Adapting to sudden 

changes

What I Could Do Better:
- Communicating 

needs early on/in 
the moment.

- Keeping on task
- Work/Life 

Separation

Francisco

I believe that we did 
good work wise, we 
definitely worked our 
hardest. But honestly 
our communication and 
relationships with each 
other were definitely 
pushed with this 
project. My takeaway is 
having a healthier 
connection.
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The Ending


